Praise for Learner-Centered Leadership
Parents across America drop their children off at public schools
every day that look, operate, and educate in pretty much the same
way their own schools did when they themselves were children. In
his book, Devin lays out a roadmap to fundamentally reimagine public education for the children of today and tomorrow.
Ben Austin, executive director, Kids Coalition
Thank you to Devin Vodicka for this tremendous and timely contribution. We must rethink how we educate students, so all can have
the opportunity to engage in extraordinary and equitable learning
environments. None of this can happen without strong and visionary leadership. Learner-Centered Leadership provides grounded and
practical guidance for thinking and leading differently.
Jeff Wetzler, co-founder, Transcend
Devin Vodicka’s book is an urgent plea for us not to educate every
student, but each student. Our strategies must embrace each student’s
individual story and meet each student’s needs. Success is when each
student is seen, valued, and educated.
Caprice Young, EdD, national superintendent, Learn4Life
Building on decades of work in learner-centered environments, Devin
shares lessons learned and purpose-driven strategies that empower
leaders to reach their fullest potential. This book is for any leader
committed to helping every young person thrive.
Emily Liebtag, executive director, Boundless

Changing systems is messy work, but this book provides the
inspiration and tools needed to truly transform schools to become
learner-centered. With snapshots of success, frameworks for change,
and clear steps to take along your journey, this book will empower
any educator, anywhere, to make change a reality at your school.
Dr. Jennifer Pieratt, president and founder of CraftED Curriculum
We have been waiting too long for a book that elegantly and powerfully transforms the term “learner-centered” to be something more
than just a catchphrase. Dr. Vodicka has thoughtfully woven evidence,
practice, and a compelling narrative to show what is possible when
we lean in as leaders to create truly learner-centered systems. This
book has important implications for schools across the globe that
care about transforming the educational experience for all learners.
Alan J. Daly, professor, University of California, San Diego
In Learner-Centered Leadership, Devin shares coherent strategic pathways to creating environments that support learners who develop
agency and the capability to influence their communities and the
world. This is the core of learning for life. Learner-Centered Leadership is a fabulous resource and well worth the read!
Pamela Moran, retired superintendent
and co-author of Timeless Learning
An inspiring book by a visionary and courageous leader, Learner-Centered Leadership sends a compelling message: education must
change to meet the needs of our children. More important, with rich
and skillfully told stories of innovations on the ground, the book
not only demonstrates that learner-centered education can happen
but also provides practical guidance for how to make education
learner-centered.
Yong Zhao, author of World Class Learners

From superintendent’s seat to the heart of Silicon Valley, Devin Vodicka has decades of leadership that have created a more “learner-centered” future. This book is filled with the stories and strategies that
teach us how to make school more engaging and unlock the potential
of students.
Brian Greenberg, CEO, the Silicon Schools Fund
Learner-Centered Leadership is an essential reference and resource
for thoughtfully planning and leading the paradigm shift of putting
the learner at the center of all we do in public education, which is
essential if we are to truly engage every student. The book is soundly
grounded in Dr. Vodicka’s direct experiences both in leading change
as an award-winning superintendent and supporting change in
numerous districts as a consulting partner.
Brent McKim, president, National Council
of Urban Education Associations
Systemic change requires bold decision-making. It takes painting a vision
of what’s possible and charting a course to reach the new destination.
With accelerating change a foundational component of today’s paradigm,
we must empower students to own their learning so that they can be
successful far beyond graduation. Learner-Centered Leadership provides
a research-based, experientially grounded framework for educational
leaders to effectively empower their communities to reimagine what is
possible for each learner, while developing a course of action to make it
happen.
Thomas C. Murray, director of Innovation,
Future Ready Schools, Washington, DC

Devin has represented the learner experience throughout his extensive career, and now we get to see inside the great mind of this great
leader. There is no better time than now to have access to a book
focused on personalizing learning experiences around learner needs.
I look forward to seeing the impact this book has on evoking transformative practices in classrooms around the globe.
Dr. Kecia Ray, CEO, K20Connect, LLC
Can public education be saved? Dr. Vodicka, author of LearnerCentered Leadership, not only says yes it can, he demonstrates how
educational leaders must act now to do so. This book is a timely guide
for teacher leaders, site administrators, and district office leaders who
want to shift their thinking and their actions from a teacher-centered
environment to a student-centered, equitable learning environment.
Can we redesign public schools to be meaningful, relevant,
interactive, engaging, future-focused, student-centered, learningfocused systems? The author describes the future by giving examples
of these schools that actually exist today.
Delores B. Lindsey, co-founder, Center for
Culturally Proficient Educational Practice
In a rapidly changing world, there is no greater need than to have
leaders who can create the conditions for learning. In LearnerCentered Leadership, Devin shares a blueprint for not only how to
create a vision that everyone can buy into but how to build trust,
relationships, and capacity to enable all learners to reach their full
potential. This book is a must-read for all educators committed to
creating schools that unleash the potential of all individuals.
Katie Martin, author of Learner-Centered Innovation and
VP of Leadership and Learning at Altitude Learning

Design, development, and sustainability of learner-centered school
environments is critical for ensuring a productive future for each of
our young people, and doing so requires skilled and steady leadership. Who better to explain how than Dr. Devin Vodicka?
Karen Cator, president and CEO, Digital Promise
A visionary and effective education leader, Vodicka draws on his
own experience as well as research and frameworks from the private
sector and cognitive and social science to provide a blueprint for how
to become a learner-centered leader—regardless of your role in K-12
education. With wisdom and humility, he translates education and
management buzzwords into meaningful, actionable terms; communicates guiding principles and questions to help educators navigate
complexity and remain focused and adaptive as leaders; and issues
an inspiring call to action to truly put student learning—and students as active contributors in their own learning—at the center of
all efforts to transform education to meet the needs of the future, and
most importantly of all of our children.
Beth Battle Anderson, executive director, Hill Learning Center
The hardest part of real change may well be leading its implementation. Here, Dr. Vodicka gives us a candid, insightful recounting of
change-in-action by one of the earliest adopters of learner-centered
learning, Vista Unified. It is an important read for education policymakers, administrators, and school boards around the country and
the world.
Gerri Burton, New Learning Ventures
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F O R E WO R D :
W H AT I S A L E A R N E R C E N T E R E D E D U C AT I O N ?
AND WHY THE
NEED FOR A SHIFT?
Colleen Broderick, Director of Learning
at the International School of Zug and Luzern

W

hen asked to define learner-centered education, I look to my
grandmother. She taught in a community school in rural central New York State. I imagine it the stuff of old movies: the young
woman charged with educating the community’s children in a oneroom schoolhouse, regardless of age or perceived ability.
In order to address the diversity of needs across all the students,
collaboration and trust must have been essential. It was imperative
that Grandmother create an environment where she and the students
committed to one another. Rather than working independently, they
needed to work in support of each other. That required a particular
mindset about teaching, a special way of considering the relationship
xiii
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between teacher and student, of the way in which the learning environment was structured, and the nature of the curriculum. At its center, it required her to know and to partner with each learner.
For much of the twentieth century, schools got bigger, not
smaller. And there were good reasons for that, like reducing costs
and making greater use of diverse teacher expertise. Along with this
change, however, the dynamics of education shifted. The conditions
that necessitated a collaborative learning culture in the one-room
schoolhouse gave way to standardization and efficiency.
Today, there is a new urgency. Given the accelerating pace of
change in the world and the crushing amount of knowledge that is
readily accessible, the tool kit that students need to develop now is
very different than it used to be. Education today requires a very different commitment to children, one that expands beyond academic
achievement. It requires a distinct departure from routine, standardized teaching and a shift toward a whole-child approach that honors
each learner as unique. It requires the development of all parts of
a child within a supportive and adaptive learning environment that
values both social-emotional and academic growth in equal measure.
The ultimate goal of whole-child education is to empower students as creative, resilient, inquiry-driven citizens who are able to
self-advocate, develop strong relationships, navigate complex information, and drive their own learning in diverse environments beyond
the classroom. These outcomes, complex and nuanced, require a shift
toward learner-centered education.
There is no doubt that delivering on a more robust set of outcomes is simply more complicated. Today, however, we find ourselves
in a Goldilocks moment: conditions are “just right” to place learners
at the center, empowering them to be the primary agents of their
learning journey. Both our growing understanding of cognitive and
psychological development and the ability to intentionally integrate
technology have made it possible to responsibly put the learner in
the driver’s seat.
xiv
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I know from my grandmother’s experience that learner-centered
education is not new to education. Instead, it is a shift to embrace a
powerful pedagogy that has been developing over the past hundred
years, enabling us to act on what we know about how human beings
learn. Learning theories such as progressivism, situated learning,
constructivism, competency-based and experiential learning are
foundational to learner-centered models.
What binds these theories together are principles that are
intended to deal holistically with learners in the context of real-world
learning situations. The principles center around empowering the
learner to construct meaning from experience, to generate and pursue personally relevant goals, to create and use a repertoire of thinking and reasoning strategies that include thinking about thinking,
and to engage in social interactions that require diverse mediums of
communication with others.
To tackle what’s best for learners will require real change, not
just a new to-do list of activities or additions to the already full plates
that exist for school administrators and classroom educators. As Will
Richardson points out, “Change in schools is not really about teaching. It’s not even about education. It’s about learning.”
In brief, learner-centered education is a mindset that stems from
the belief that every learner is unique and capable. It’s a philosophy
that recognizes that all decisions must measure up to the question
“What is best for learners?”
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INTRODUCTION

I

t’s time for the education establishment to acknowledge that the
world is changing too quickly and too completely to know, today,
what every student should learn for tomorrow. It’s changed so much
that even the notion of all students seems too reductive and liable to
erase the experiences, interests, and potential of too many students.
It’s time to find an education that can respond to each student. A
truly learner-centered education. Let me give you an example.
Each time I walked through Rancho Buena Vista High School,
Diego (not his real name) had the biggest and most contagious grin.
“Remember me?” he joked. At the time of this story, I was the superintendent to a school district of twenty-five thousand students, making a school visit, but Diego and I first met each other a decade before
when I was an elementary school principal.
Over the years, I’d formed a fairly fixed and two-dimensional
image of Diego: I assumed that he had become a happy, hard-working young man, just like the happy, hard-working kid he’d been back
in the first grade. Then one afternoon I arrived at work to find an
urgent message to contact Diego’s mother. Over the course of the
next hour, I was forced to rethink all of my assumptions.
I quickly learned that Diego’s family had been in a desperate situation for some time. His father died when he was in middle school,
and his mother had worked two jobs to support the family ever since.
1
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That is, until recently, when she fell ill. Consequently, Diego had
taken over trying to support the family, working forty hours a week
while also trying to finish high school. He often worked late into the
night to avoid missing his classes. And it was taking a huge toll. Not
only was he falling behind in school and at risk of not graduating, but
despite his hard work, the bills were falling behind, too. At this point,
his family couldn’t pay their rent.
Diego’s mother is strong, and proud, and not comfortable asking
for help. But throughout our tearful discussion, I learned that Diego’s
lifelong dream had been to graduate high school and be the first in his
family to attend college. He had followed the rules, worked tirelessly,
and as a result, he should have been just months away from achieving
his dream. But now his mother was watching it all slip away, and she
didn’t know how to stop it.
By this point, I was already deeply moved and ready to do just
about anything to help this family. What she said next will stay with
me forever.
She said she contacted me because of something Diego told her
over the years: that I smiled at him. That’s it. Smiling. Apparently,
that was unusual for Diego. So much so that this incredible young
man would go home from school and tell his mom about me, that
his principal, and later superintendent, smiled and sometimes talked
to him.
The next morning after hearing of his troubles, I went straight to
Diego’s school and pulled him out of class. I asked how I could help,
and he begrudgingly admitted that he could use some clean clothes
and school supplies. I discovered that his teachers were deducting
points from his grades because he was not bringing basic materials,
like pencils or paper. I had to press him to talk more deeply about
graduation. It was only then that I noticed, for the first time ever,
that Diego seemed deflated. He said he didn’t know how he could
possibly catch up and graduate, and that he was just taking things
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day by day. More than anything, he said, he was worried about disappointing his mother.
How could this have happened? How could we not have been
aware of his family’s urgent need for assistance? How could we not
have noticed that this student, who had been “on track” for years,
was in big trouble? How could we instead interpret his behavior as
not trying hard enough, when the exact opposite was true? I know
what I saw. I saw a diligent young person trying to persevere and succeed despite very difficult circumstances. Instead, Diego had “slipped
through the cracks.” I was heartbroken.
Fortunately, we caught our mistake in time. Once we became
aware of the challenges Diego was facing, everything changed.
From teachers to staff to business partners, our community came
together to help. Thanks to a number of partnerships we’d developed with community agencies, Diego received clean clothes and
school supplies. He was so grateful you would think we’d given him
the moon instead of T-shirts and number 2 pencils. Others donated
gift cards for grocery stores so that he and his mom could have
food. An innovative grant program for families at risk of becoming
homeless helped us to secure emergency rent payments for three
months.
At school, the staff formed a comprehensive plan to get Diego
back on track to graduate. The counselors became engaged in his
success, and even the principal implemented a weekly process
to monitor his progress. Academic interventions were launched,
including extended-day blended-learning courses to help remediate
credit deficiencies. Our district-wide college readiness specialist visited Diego’s home, working alongside him to ensure he had a clear
pathway to attend a local community college after graduation.
Suddenly, instead of the system—me, as superintendent, the
principal, the school staff—assuming that Diego was on track, we
were responding to his actual needs. Now, instead of seeing him as
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a student struggling to conform to a system, we saw him as an individual with unique needs. Our team members became resourceful
advocates and partners in Diego’s journey, orienting and adapting to
direct our collective efforts with a clear focus on the learner. A couple
of months later, I received a message from Diego: “Hey, I have good
news . . . I will be the first person in my family to go to college!”
Diego made it. He worked hard and earned his diploma. When
he needed help, assistance was available so that he could achieve
his dream. By completing high school and going to college, he will
have a better chance to gain meaningful employment in the future. I
have no doubt that he will be successful. This is a story with a happy
ending.
But we can also imagine a different scenario here, one that plays
out every day in schools around the country. Diego could have easily
dropped out of high school to focus full-time on jobs that helped him
to pay the bills. We can imagine that in his situation, it may have been
tempting to try to take a shortcut to get ahead. We can predict that
his entire life would likely have been more difficult, more of an uphill
struggle, if he had not completed his high school education.
Diego’s story is that of just one student whose needs weren’t
being met—or seen. But it’s far from unique among the fifty-five million children in our nation’s public schools, a system that is working
overtime to improve but is still falling behind. Almost 20 percent
of students in the United States do not graduate from high school.
The gap in the graduation rate between lower-income students and
others is about 15 percent. African American and Latino students
graduate at lower rates than white and Asian students. While there
have been modest gains in the past few years, the overall results have
been largely the same since the early 1970s.
The plateau in graduation rates is an example of how we have
“optimized” our current system. Over the past several decades we
have experienced many reforms, and there have been many well-intended efforts to improve our schools. Unfortunately, the result has
4
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often been akin to spinning a hamster wheel faster—lots of effort
with very little real movement.
One of the reasons that we see so many students who do not
complete their education is that students tend to become less engaged
as they move from elementary to middle and then to high school.
Any educator who has spent time visiting different classrooms has
observed this phenomenon, and a significant student survey conducted by Gallup makes the trend painfully obvious.
So, we have to ask ourselves some questions about these outcomes. Why is the graduation rate stuck at around 80 percent? Why
do students tend to become less engaged as they move through the
system?
While there are many factors that legitimately contribute to this
harsh reality, my experience has shown that an underappreciated and
meaningful reason that many students disengage and drop out is due
to the lack of acknowledgement of each student’s uniqueness. As in
Diego’s case, that lack of acknowledgement of individuality causes
educators to miss important things about a student, and this disconnection often causes students to disengage.
5
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The inflexibility of education is a barrier to meaningful learning. Learners come to school with dramatically different levels of
background knowledge and wide variance in the ways in which they
advance in their understanding. Just about any elementary school
teacher will tell you that they are generally attempting to meet a
range of subject matter mastery that spans several grade levels, and
secondary teachers see this range expand as students matriculate to
the higher grades. The “teaching to the middle” strategy often results
in some students feeling as if the pace is too fast, while others would
prefer to accelerate at a greater rate, with very few, if any, feeling that
it’s just right.
Given the fact that our students are often disconnected and compelled to comply with an inflexible system that continues to treat all
learners as if they are the same, I am amazed with how many of our
kids persist.
Diego persisted. In spite of his sense that he was invisible and
in spite of being penalized for missing homework and assignments,
he continued to show up. He continued to make his best effort to
succeed. After more than two decades of working with learners, I can
confidently state that while he is an exceptional young man, his story
6
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is illustrative of the inspirational effort that we see from our learners
each and every day.
If we can find better ways to connect and inspire every learner,
our students, families, communities, and society will stand a much
better chance to successfully navigate the monumental challenges
and opportunities that are on the horizon. It is extremely urgent that
we ensure all learners reach their potential.
Learner-centered education means co-constructing learning
experiences in a way that respects and builds on the unique strengths,
interests, and values of each learner. By employing this approach, we
seek to shift not only the educational system but also society at large.
My perspective on this is driven by my own experience as a
first-generation American who felt very different as a child of
Czech and Dutch immigrants. Apart from my siblings, I was the
only one who ate kolaches, celebrated a name day (a special day
of the year to celebrate the saint for which you were named), and
wore Czech clothes to school. In spite of my culture, I had the
same experience of school as any of my classmates who brought
different family and cultural customs with them. Because my
teachers did not recognize my differences, I often felt that they
did not see me. In retrospect, one could say that there was an
expectation to conform to institutional norms. I could fit in at
school by letting go of my family identity, or I could stand out at
school by embracing my uniqueness.
I didn’t look dissimilar from my classmates—I was a white kid at
a predominantly white school with predominantly white teachers. But
inside I felt different from those around me. In addition to how culture
shapes the educational experiences of students like me, I should be
clear that race, racism, and structural racism have profound effects for
many students of color. As a white man, I can only imagine and sympathize with how race influences the experience of others.
By embracing and celebrating the unique strengths of every
learner, it is my hope that we can begin to see all forms of difference,
7
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including cultural and racial diversity, as the assets they truly are.
Being learner-centered, therefore, is a direct challenge to inequality
in all forms. In the same ways that we want schools to be learner-centered, society should be human-centered. At its essence, learner-centered education and human-centered societal mindsets embrace the
notion that equity requires us to see and know one another as real
people and then to design improvements as a community.
Brent McKim, the president of the Jefferson County Teachers
Association in Louisville, Kentucky, drew a visual at a recent convening that illustrates how a learner-centered approach is part of a
broader human-centered paradigm. It is my belief that education
has an enduring impact in establishing habits and perspectives that
our students carry forward throughout their lives. If we begin with
education, we can affect broader change throughout society over
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an extended period of time. Being learner-centered is a radical and
potentially revolutionary approach that holds the potential to eradicate inequality in all forms, including classism, racism, ageism, and
sexism. And it begins by simply seeing one another.

Our Students Are Unique
Our communities are increasingly diverse, and we are also gaining more
awareness about the different ways our brains may be wired, also known
as neurodiversity. But our system remains unflinchingly entrenched in
the factory-model origins that gave rise to it during the dawn of the
industrial age. In this factory-model approach, just as workers were
referred to as “hands” who were expected to be proficient with repetitive tasks, our students are implicitly asked to check their identities at
the door and to become compliant with adult-directed activities.
The lack of recognition for the humanity and individuality of our
students is one of the reasons that so many of them disengage from
learning. They feel that they are not valued as individuals. They feel
invisible. While Diego had great respect for his teachers, he did not
feel that he had a connection with them, and consequently he did
not share his situation. Sadly, the hard-working, well-intentioned
team of educators working with him were blind to the reality of his
challenges.
Diego and I felt unseen as students. For Diego, it was the feeling
that no one knew, or cared, that his family was struggling to survive
and that he had been expected to take on the heavy responsibilities of
an adult even while trying to keep up with school. For me, it was the
lack of recognition that the culture of my family was different from
mainstream American culture, which led me to feel disconnected.
When I’ve asked educators to estimate the percentage of students
that are from immigrant families, most are surprised to learn that
one in four are first- or second-generation Americans. How are we
recognizing and celebrating diversity in our schools? It is unlikely
9
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that a standardized approach will anticipate and incorporate the cultural diversity that exists in our classrooms, our schools, and in our
communities.

The Student’s World Is Complex
In addition to the cultural disconnect that can lead us to disregard
the unique backgrounds of our learners, we tend to cling to this
idea that we can somehow “teach to the middle” and achieve educational success. This approach prioritizes efficiencies in the delivery
of instruction over the varied needs of the learners. In addition to
the common-sense knowledge that different people learn in different
ways and at different rates, emerging research is revealing that in fact
we are all “jagged” individuals, and that we need to embrace what
education theorist Todd Rose calls “the end of average.”
It’s so ubiquitous that it’s hard to see.
We design textbooks to be age-appropriate, but that means,
what does the average kid of this age know and can do? Textbooks that are designed for the average will be a pretty bad fit
for most kids.
Then you think of things like the lockstep, grade-based
organization of kids, and you end up sitting in a class for a
fixed amount of time and get a one-dimensional rating in
the form of a grade, and a one-dimensional standardized
assessment.1
The rigidity of our industrial-era approach in education
stands in stark contrast with the dynamism outside of schools. As
Todd Rose, “Standards, Grades and Tests Are Wildly Outdated,” interview with Anya Kamenetz, nprED, NPR online, February 16, 2016, https://
www.npr.org/sections/ed/2016/02/16/465753501/standards-grades-andtests-are-wildly-outdated-argues-end-of-average.
1
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educators, we must also recognize the accelerating pace of change
in the rest of the world. In the 1970s, Gordon Moore, the cofounder
and former chairman of Intel, made an observation, now known as
“Moore’s Law,” that computing power doubles roughly every two
years. This has held true for decades, where rapidly advancing technology is creating new and disruptive possibilities at a faster and
faster pace. Voice recognition software as we know and use it today,
for example, was science fiction only a decade ago. Now this technology is ubiquitous. Our phones come with Siri and Google Assistant, and our homes rely on Alexa. Soon drive-through workers
and customer service call centers will be outsourced to automated
bots using these rapidly advancing technologies. This is just the tip
of the iceberg. We are now at the beginning of exponential changes
that are at the same time enabling incredible global connectedness
and collaboration and also eliminating entire occupations at rapid
speeds. I now spend much of my time in the heart of the Silicon
Valley. I have daily conversations with leaders who have switched
to “virtual assistants,” which are essentially artificial intelligence
bots that assist with everything from scheduling meetings to purchasing gifts for family members. Monopolies such as the US Postal
Service are going through massive downsizing as new technologies
have led to the near elimination of letters and other physical mailings. Disintermediation has completely disrupted entire industries,
such as music and entertainment, where we have gone from record
stores and movie rental outlets to on-demand streaming services.
All of these forces are giving rise to the “gig economy,” where
workers are often earning revenue from multiple sources without
being classified as an employee by any of them. The days of spending
an entire career with one company disappeared with my parents’ generation. Now the days of spending even a single day with one company
might be eliminated in mine. It is hard to imagine what my children
will experience. It is even harder to imagine that they will have a “manager” who tells them what to do, when to do it, and how to do it.
11
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World Economic Forum 2022 Skills Outlook
Growing

Declining

1. Analytical thinking and
innovation

1. Manual dexterity, endurance, and
precision

2. Active learning and learning
strategies

2. Memory, verbal, auditory, and
spatial abilities

3. Creativity, originality, and
initiative

3. Management of financial,
material resources

4. Technology design and
programming

4. Technology installation and
maintenance

5. Critical thinking and analysis

5. Reading, writing, math, and
active listening

6. Complex problem-solving
7. Leadership and social
influence
8. Emotional intelligence
9. Reasoning, problem-solving,
and ideation
10. Systems analysis and
evaluation

6. Management of personnel
7. Quality control and safety
awareness
8. Coordination and time
management
9. Visual, auditory, and speech
abilities
10. Technology use, monitoring, and
control

Source: Future of Jobs Report 2018, World Economic Forum

And yet, most schools are organized to prepare students for a
world that no longer exists. The gap between what we do in most
classrooms and what our kids need is so striking that some believe
it may already be too late. Data from Gallup surveys shows that
12
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Americans' confidence in public schools has dropped to half of what
it was thirty years ago.2
I recently had a reporter ask me if I felt like I was “wasting time”
on the lost cause of public education. While I pride myself on being a
calm and steady person, I took great offense to that statement. In spite
of the challenges, I believe that there is great reason to be optimistic.
Just as our community rallied around Diego, I have seen communities of extremely dedicated and caring individuals push themselves
to find creative solutions that address the complex challenges of our
time.
I have seen significant, positive change made by educators who
work to reshape the system to meet the needs of their students, and
not the reverse. As a result, I have exceptional confidence in our collective capacity to create and scale a postindustrial model of education that better serves our students, our families, our communities,
and our future. The foundation of my optimism is our children. I see
incredible resilience in young people like Diego. I believe that one of
the opportunities we have dramatically overlooked in education is to
see our children as active contributors in their learning.
If we implement this change in perspective well, it will result in
an education that is improved in quality as well as in terms of flexibility. We are now in an era where learners can be at the center of
their experience. An age in which we can recognize and celebrate the
uniqueness and individuality of every child. It is time for us to move
away from efficiencies that are good for adults. Time for us to be
oriented to effectiveness. Time for us to be aligned with the needs of
the modern world. It is time for us to be learner-centered.

Jeffrey M. Jones, “Confidence in US Public Schools at New Low,”
Gallup News, June 20, 2012, Politics, https://news.gallup.com/poll/155258/
confidence-public-schools-new-low.aspx.
2
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KEY QUESTIONS
• How might we ensure that all students are connected and
supported in their learning?
• How might we reverse the “engagement dip” that we see as
learners move through grade levels?
• How might we better recognize and celebrate the diversity of
our learners, our families, and our communities?
• How might we reduce the gap between the pace of change
within schools and the pace of change in the world around
us?
Please use the hashtag #LCLeadership and share your responses on
social media.
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T

here are so many influential people who have contributed to my
leadership journey and to this book.
I should begin with my parents, Margaret and Milan, and my siblings, Lenka and Paul. Coming from a family of thoughtful changemakers has been a tremendous gift in my life. This definitely includes
all of my aunts, uncles, cousins, and extended family. Special thanks
to Chuck and Sharon Patterson and to Charlie Patterson for providing a home and a second family for me as a child.
Special thanks to my leadership mentors in my teen years and
early twenties. Some names that stand out for me are Chris Owen
from Nevada Union High School, Angie Chrisman from UC Santa
Cruz, and Diane Agliam from Glenwood Elementary. To the Pepperdine faculty and team who encouraged me to take a relational
approach to leadership, I am eternally grateful. Special thanks to Dr.
Bob Paull, Dr. Linda Purrington, and Dr. Margaret Riel.
Thanks to the amazing people from Carlsbad Unified who provided me with such incredible opportunities. I was very fortunate to
learn from Cheryl Ernst, Dr. John Roach, Dr. Susan Bentley, Gaylen
Freeman, Walter Freeman, Steve Maddox, Suzanne O’Connell, and
Torrie Norton. To all of the incredible directors, coordinators, principals, assistant principals, teachers, and classified staff who were my
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colleagues on the way, I am so fortunate to have been able to work
with you and learn from you.
Thanks to the school board in Vista for taking a chance on a
youthful, first-time superintendent. Your courage and relentless
focus on students set an incredible example and fortified the entire
community. The visionary board members that I had the privilege
of working with are Dr. Steve Lily, Rich Alderson, Carol Herrera,
Elizabeth Jaka, Angela Chunka, Jim Gibson, Cipriano Vargas, and
Rosemary Smithfield.
Thanks to the unbelievably talented and dedicated cabinet in
Vista. We had a dream team, and your contributions are appreciated.
I was incredibly fortunate. Thank you, Jeanie Luckey, Myrna Vallely,
Donna Caperton, Matt Doyle, Brett Killeen, Sherry Opacic, and
Elaine Alexandres. To all of the admin team in Vista, I am incredibly
grateful. Special appreciation to Raylene Veloz and to Michelle Bell
for your support. Thank you for your steadfast focus on our students.
Thanks to all of the teachers, educators, and leaders in Vista.
There are too many to name here. I hope that this book puts a spotlight on your heroic work. For the families and community in Vista,
thank you for your trust and confidence in our team. And for the students, thank you for inspiring us. Your brilliance is already changing
the world for the better, and the best days are ahead.
Thanks to the team from Altitude Learning (formerly AltSchool).
Thanks to Max Ventilla, Bharat Mediratta, and Coddy Johnson for
encouraging me to take the leap into the challenge of supporting
many communities. I am also grateful to the amazing team and
especially thankful to Colleen Broderick and Sam Franklin for their
inspiring leadership. I appreciate those who directly encouraged this
project, including Ben Kornell, Eve Wachtell, Maggie Quale, and
Andrea Helling. Thanks also to Sandy Cima and Emily Amata for
their tireless support.
To my colleagues who are superintendents, I applaud your leadership and I hope that you know how much you continue to inspire
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me. Special thanks to the incredible superintendents in San Diego
County and to my colleagues in the League of Innovative Schools.
Thanks, also, to those who have taken on informal mentoring
roles in my development. Karen Cator, Myron Rogers, Yong Zhao,
Andy Calkins, and many others have taken the time and the interest
to cultivate and nurture my ongoing learning, and I am so grateful
for their support.
Thank you to all the incredible leaders from TICAL and ACSA
who have modeled a learner-centered approach throughout my
career. To Rowland Baker and Michael Simkins, who saw something
in me as a very young administrator—your trust in me opened up
many opportunities for learning, and I am very grateful for your servant leadership. Special thanks to Lisa Gonzales, who was my earliest
writing partner, conference co-presenter, and a constant source of
inspiration and encouragement.
To all who have made transitions with me from one place to
another, I am incredibly humbled by your confidence. Special thanks
to Catina Hancock, who has been with me on every step of the journey. She is a relational leader who has helped to keep me grounded,
while also working tirelessly to achieve a vision of a better future for
all learners.
And thanks to Katie Martin, who was my primary source of
encouragement and support for this book project. Her example and
her commitment to provide ideas, feedback, and coaching along the
way were instrumental in this process. Simply put, without Katie, this
book would not exist. Thanks for encouraging me to be vulnerable
and to share my perspective in the hopes that it serves to help others.
Finally, thank you to Nicole, Alexandria, and Coltrane. You are
my everything.
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evin Vodicka is recognized as one of the most innovative
educational leaders in the country. A multi-time California
Superintendent of the Year, he was a frequent collaborator with the
Department of Education’s Office of Educational Technology under
President Obama and was heavily involved with the Digital Promise
League of Innovative Schools.
Devin is renowned for his unique understanding of how technology can help transform learning, most notably how learner-centered models can play a catalytic role in enabling educators to better
support each student’s progress and success. During his five-year
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tenure as superintendent of Vista Unified School District, Devin led
his twenty-five-thousand-student community through districtwide
changes that resulted in major improvements across every academic
and behavioral metric, from college readiness to truancy. Devin currently serves as the chief impact officer at San Francisco-based Altitude Learning, which is supporting schools across the country with
training and technology in the shift to learner-centered education
models. He lives in San Diego with his wife and two children.
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